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Configurable Quadrant Photodetector: An Improved
Position Sensitive Device

Roberto Esper-Chaín, Alfonso Medina Escuela, David Fariña, and José Ramón Sendra

Abstract— Position sensitive detectors (PSDs), used in high-end
biotechnology, are based on optical sensors built over quadrant
photodetectors (QPDs) or active pixel sensor (APS). These devices
are intended to measure slight movements of laser spots. The
QPD are, by far, the best approach in terms of resolution and
noise, but requires complex and expensive x- y micropositioners
to perform sensor alignment with the incoming laser spot. The
APSs are more versatile devices that can virtually align with the
spot by means of device configuration. However, due to its intrisic
digital nature, the SNR and the resolutions are degraded in APS.
In this paper, a new type of device called configurable QPD and
its theory of operation is presented. This new device combines the
analog operation of the QPD with the configurability of the APS,
by means of combining photodetectors elements with analog
switches in a matrix-shaped architecture. Finally, a prototype
chip has been fabricated and tested and its measurements results
are presented.

Index Terms— Optical devices and analog circuits, optical
sensors, position measurement, position sensitive devices (PSD),
quadrant photodiodes (QPD), gaussian beam measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS position sensitive detectors (PSDs) play an
important role in high precision sensors used in many

fields related with high-end biotechnology. In most of these
applications, a laser beam is shot to the detector, making
converge the light spot in the center of detection area of the
sensor. This spot moves linked with some physical/chemical/
biological parameter variation, and so, measuring this
movement, this parameter can be estimated. These movements
produce changes in the irradiance detected, which is reflected
in the photocurrents collected by the device. Differential mea-
surement of these currents allow for the detection of changes
of the spot. There are several applications of such sensors [1]:
Laser alignment systems (used in civil engineering), atomic
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Fig. 1. Quadrant photodetector representation.

force microscopy [2], measurement of linear displacements,
calibration of precision machinery, tracking systems for
military applications and measurement systems in nanometric
biosensors (microcantilevers) [3]–[9]. These detectors can
be built using several types of devices such as lateral effect
photodiodes (LEP), quadrant photodetectors (QPD), or array
of phodiodes (active pixel sensor, APS).

Among all the PSDs, the best approach in terms of accuracy
and sensitivity is the use of QPD, represented in figure 1.
This device is a fully analog sensor, that provides at its
outputs the currents received by each photodetector. Their
major advantage is the reduced noise floor obtained at the
output of the device, allowing for improved sensitivity. Also,
the use of external signal conditioning improves flexibility
of the device, since gain and bandwitdh can be configured
for each particular setup. As its major drawback it should
be considered the needs for alignment between the device
center and the spot. This requires expensive and complex
x-y micropositioners that aligns the device and the spot,
making sensing systems based on these devices big, expensive
and complex systems. Also, only a single spot can be measured
using a QPD, making unable to build multidetectors.

Alternative approaches to build a quadrant photodetector
can be the use of lateral effect photodiode (LEP) or an active
pixel sensor (APS). Lateral effect photodiode (LEP) provides
wider detection ranges although reduced sensitivity [10]–[13].
On the other hand, APS are matrices of pixels in the same way
as a CMOS Image Sensors (CIS) [14], [15]. The advantage of



this approach is that the center of the spot can be digitally
detected and thus, the device can be electronically aligned.
Basically, once the center of the spot is located, a set of
four groups of pixels can be associated together conforming
four areas around the spot center, is a quadrant photodetector
style [16]. Another advantage of this approach is that dark
areas can be discarded, avoiding their contribution to the noise
floor of the device [17]. Also, this approach is capable to
manage several spots in a single device. The major drawback
of the APS is related to its digital nature and the needs for
high speed clocks, which are relevant noise sources. All the
operations are digitally performed, increasing the noise floor
of the device. So APS allows for cheaper and less complex
setups, but with reduced sensitivity.

In this article, the development on a new type of device
is presented. It allows to select active areas in a digital
manner, but operates as an analog quadrant photodetector,
collecting analog currents of each sensor element to their
associated sensor. Also, the current of elements with
too low irradiance received can be discarded, since they
only contribute to increase the noise floor. The design,
named Configurable Quadrant Photodetector (CQPD) is an
alternative solution to PSD sensors, combining the advantages
of devices based analog QPD in terms of accuracy, and the
flexibility of active pixel sensor (APS), avoiding the needs of
x-y micropositioners. A proof concept have been designed,
fabricated and tested, and a patent application have been filed
for this concept [18].

II. QUADRANT PHOTODETECTORS

A. Principles & Operation

A Quadrant Photodetector (QPD) is a device composed by
four elements arranged in quadrant, used mainly for tracking
incident laser beams [19]. When a laser spot illuminates the
QPD, each sensor element will provide an analog signal pro-
portional to the optical power received. A representation of the
principle of a QPD is symbolically shown in figure 1. In this
figure there are four areas respresenting each sensor element,
named QTL (top-left), QTR (top-right), QBL (bottom-left) and
QBR (bottom-right), and an incident laser spot represented by
a circle of radius r. The spot center is displaced a certain
distance {�x,�y} from the sensor center [20]. In this situation
each sensor element gets a part of the total energy received
by the device. The power density over the each point on
sensor will depend on the laser spot profile. Assuming that the
incident beams forms an ideal circular gaussian spot, it can be
equated as:

p(d) = 2PI

πr
e−2d2/r2

(1)

where p(d) is the density of incident power at distance d from
the spot center, PI is total incident power, and r is the spot
radius, defined as the distance from the spot center, where
the power density downfalls by a factor of 1/e2. With this
configuration, the power received by each sensor element can
be computed as:

PS = 2PI

πr

∫
S

e−2d2/r2
d S (2)

Considering that in figure 1 the distance d follows
d2 = �x2 +�y2, the solution for the top-right element (QTR)
can be obtained from:

PT R = 2PI

πr

∫ ∞
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e−2 x2+y2

r2 dx · dy (3)
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When the spot center is perfectly aligned with the QPD
center, each quadrant photodetector receives 1/4 of the total
incident power over the sensor. However, if the spot moves, the
power received by each element varies, and the displacement
can be deducted from:{

�x ≡ (PT R + PB R) − (PT L + PB L) = PR − PL

�y ≡ (PT R + PT L) − (PB R + PB L) = PT − PB
(6)

For instance, in order to obtain the value of �x , we
should compute the difference of the power received between
right (PR) and left halves (PL ) of the device:
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So we can compute the power difference between
halves as:
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Where, �PH is the horizontal power deviation, and �PV

is the vertical one. Finally, the relationship between the spot
displacement and the power variation received by each pair of
halves follows:
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Fig. 2. QPD operation: (a) relationship between power variation between halves and spot displacement and (b) sensitivity versus spot displacementacross
the device.

B. Discussion

In figure 2(a) it is shown the theorical normalized power
difference (�P/PI ) between halves (according to equation 8)
related to the center of the spot displacement. In figure 2(b)
the displacement sensitivity is presented, estimated as the
derivation of the power variation (δP) shown in figure 2(a).
It should be noticed that displacements beyond 1.5 × r are
almost undetectable. Moreover, the maximum sensitivity is
obtained around 0. Also, good sensitivity can obtained for
displacements within ranges [−r/2, r/2]. Outside that range,
sensitivity falls quickly to zero. Controlling the spot radius
may control the measurement range but also the measurement
resolution. The bigger the spot, the wider the measurement
range, but the smaller the sensitivity. Choosing the spot
size (when possible), should be done as a trade-off between
measurement range and measurement sensitivity. For instance,
when very good sensitivity is required, well focused spots,
with reduced radio r , should be used, but then, only small
displacement ranges can be measured.

In order to perform a measurement with a QPD sensor,
a mechanical calibration process is required. In this process,
the centers of the laser spot and the QPD must be aligned.
In most of the applications this process should be done by
means of x-y micropositioners, increasing cost and complexity
of the measurement system. This aligment process is critical,
and the resolution of the x-y micropositioners should be
increased when reduced spot sizes are used, increasing the
overall system cost.

III. CONFIGURABLE QUADRANT

PHOTODETECTOR ARCHITECTURE

A. Introduction

In order to avoid the mechanical calibration, a device
that emulates the movement of the center of the QPD by
electronic means is proposed. Also, this device will allow
for extended movement detection, spot size calibration, as
well as multispot detection, as it will be discussed further in
detail.

B. Proposed Architecture

The proposed sensor design combines the sensitivity and
accuracy of QPDs with the flexibility and reduced cost
of implementations based on image sensors. Figure 3(a)
shows the structure of the proposed device, where its core is
composed by a matrix of photodetectors or sensor elements,
a set of interconnection channels per row, and a set of analog
switches that connect the sensor elements to the proper
channels. On the device periphery, a set of configuration flip-
flops, connected in daisy chain allows to configure the device.
This digital interface loads serially a sensor configuration
to configure the analog switches. Once configured, the
digital logic is stopped, so the digital noise is muted. The
remaining logic operates statically, so no switching noise
interferes with the measurement. From this point of view,
the device behaves as a pure analog sensor. Four big groups
of photodiodes elements are short-circuited to each output
in a quadrant photodetector style. Each of the four outputs
give the addition of the photocurrents of sensor elements
connected to them, so no quantification error is injected.
No A-to-D converter nor conditioning electronic is included.
The key point of the proposed architecture, is that the digital
configuration allows to match the sensing area to the center
and size of the spot, and to reuse conditioning chains for
standard QPS, but without the needs for any micromechanical
adjustment.

As can be see in detail in figure 3(a), most of the area
of the device is dedicated to the sensor elements. These
elements are photodiodes, occupying most of the sensor
element surface. Each row of sensor elements has associated a
horizontal channel pair named connection to the right (r_n)
and connection to the left (l_n). Each sensor element has
a pair of switches to short-circuit the photodiodes to one
of each channel (to the right or to the left). If none of the
switches are selected a third switch ties the photodiode to
ground, allowing to discard elements where no significant
signal power is obtained, matching the sensing area to places
where significative power is received.



Fig. 3. (a) Simplified diagram of the Configurable Quadrant Photodetector and (b) sample configuration.

Each horizontal channel pair is connected to a vertical
switching unit. Each unit can connect to a pair of outputs
at top (QTR & QTL) or at bottom (QBR & QBL) their associated
horizontal channel pair. Also, some specific channels can be
discarded. In the proposed device, switches on the sensor
elements can be configured per columns, so each sensors
elements column can send its current to the right or to the left
through dedicated channels per row. Each vertical switching
has its own configuration.

In short, in the proposed device has four outputs as a
classical QPD, and can be configured:

• Each column can be connected to the right, to the left or
discarded.

• Each row can be connected top, bottom or discarded.
Figure 3(b) shows a sample configuration. First of all,

it should be noted the column configuration at the top of the
schematic:

• The two leftmost columns (A & B) are configured to
discard the signal.

• The following three columns (C , D & E) are configured
to send their current to the left.

• The three rightmost columns (F , G & H ) are configure
to send their current to the right.

Each set of channels reach to a single vertical switching
unit. Each vertical switching unit can take on of the following
options:

• Discard the incoming current (such as shown in rows
1&8).

• Connect to top (such as shown in rows 2, 3 & 4). In this
case:

– Right channel is sent to the QTR output.
– Left channel is sent to the QTL output.

• Connect to bottom (such as shown in rows 2, 3 & 4).
In this case:

– Right channel is sent to the QBR output.
– Left channel is sent to the QBL output.

With sample configuration shown the effect obtained is:
1) The QTR output will be physically connected to the

{F2:H4} sensor elements.
2) The QTL output will be physically connected to the

{C2:E4} sensor elements.
3) The QBR output will be physically connected to the

{F5:H7} sensor elements.
4) The QBL output will be physically connected to the

{C5:E7} sensor elements.
5) The current sensed by elements in columns A & B will

be discarded by the sensors themselves.
6) The current sensed by elements {C1:H1} & {C8:H8}

will be discarded by their vertical switching units.
It should be noted that all sensor elements within a quadrant

are short-circuited to the associated output. The configuration
is hold by static flip-flops, so once programmed, remains static
while the measurement is in progress.

C. Mathematical Model

In order to model the operation of the proposed device,
it should be computed the power received by each sensor
element. To get this, first consider the symbolic model shown
in figure 4(a). Solving equation 3, to compute PA , which is
the the part of the total power PT incident over the area A:

PA = PT
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and therefore, the power PS incident over the segment S,
(xo, yo) is the corner of the sensor element, and w & h are
the width and height of the sensor elements.
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Extending this solution to the general model, shown
in figure 4(b), the power received by each sensor element can



Fig. 4. Configurable Quadrant Photodetector modeling: (a) estimation of the power receiver by segments, (b) estimation of the power received by each
sensor element and (c) configuration for horizontal displacement detection.

be computed as:
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D. Proposed Device Characteristics

The configurability of the device provides with value added
advantages. In this section the advantages of the proposed
device are discussed.

1) Calibration: With the proposed device it is possible to
align the center of the spot with the center of the device,
avoiding the use of micromechanical facilities, which greatly
simplifies the design and setup of laser beams position
measurements, which was the primary goal for the proposed
design.

2) Active Area Limitation: Another advantage of the
proposed device over the classical QPD, is the capability to
discard sensor elements where no significant signal is received,
and thus, limiting the active area of the sensor to places where
signal to noise ratio is significative. This will reduce noise and
dark current contributions to the measurement.

3) Advanced Configurations: The configurability of the
device allows for special configurations for movement
detection. For instance, in figure 4(c) the device is configured
for horizontal spot displacement detection. With this config-
uration only two analog channels are required, implementing
the estimation presented in equation 8, easing the design of
the external conditioning chain & setup. In the figure 4(c),
a sample configuration is shown where, 3 elements are selected
to the left, and the remaining 5 to the right. The adjustment
can be done based on the spot position, depending on the
measurement setup requirement.

In order to perform a vertical displacement detection, an
equivalent configuration can be found. Performing mutiplexed
horizontal & vertical measurements, it is possible to oper-
ate with only two channels but still getting full (�x,�y)
detection.

Fig. 5. Extended range detection.

4) Extended Range Detection: It is possible to perform a
electronic tracking of the center of the spot. As discussed
earlier on section II-B, on a classical QPD there was a trade-off
between detection range and resolution. The smaller the spot
radius (r ), the better the detection resolution, but the worse
the range (which it’s limited beyond [−3r/2, 3r/2]). However,
the proposed device has a moveable center, so it is possible
to increase the resolution. In figure 5, a representation of the
extended range is shown. Curve c0 shows the simulation of a
calibrated classical QPD. Curves c1, c2, c{−1} & c{−2}, show
the estimated simulation for moved centers. These curves are
vertically drifted to illustrate center displacement and thus the
extended measurement range. The number of curves obtained
depend on the number of rows an columns available on the
device.

5) Spot Size Estimation: With this device is possible to
estimate the spot size, which can lead to more accurate
measurements, and can help to calibrate the optical front-end.
The calibration of the spot size should be performed in two
phases, obtaining estimated measurement for rx and ry , since
spots are commonly not circular but elliptic.

There are several works about spot size estimation using
classical QPDs and some mechanical movements of the
device [21]–[24]. However the configurability of the CQPD
with extra flexibility to estimate the the horizontal size of the
spot (rx ). Several algorithms can be found. In the pesented



Fig. 6. Horizontal scanning for spot size estimation.

Fig. 7. Measurements for spot size estimation.

work a sample algorithm was used, based on a set of hori-
zontal measurements or scanning of the spot, based on the
configuration proposed in figure 4(c). With this algorithm used
is not required to know where the center of spot is located,
however the spot should be entirely located within the device.

It starts measuring in a single channel (for instance top-left)
with nothing connected to it, (to calibrate the offset level),
then with the left-most column connected to it, then with
the two left-most, and so forth, until the last measurement
is perfomed with all the sensor elements short-circuited to
the top-left output. Figure 6 shows symbolically this scanning
process. At the end of the process, a set of values is obtained,
that should match equation 8, as shown in figure 7, where
measured points are drawn in black, and the underlying error
function is drawn in grey. Several techniques can be used
to estimate the value of the spot radius. For instance, the
two closest point to the 50%, can be taken, since these are
the points where maximum resolution is offered by the error
function (pl and ph in the graphic). From equation 8 it can
be obtained: ⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
vl = er f −1

(
pl

PT

)

vh = er f −1
(

ph
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And combining this equation with equation 9 gives:

vh − vl =
√

2

rx
(xh − xl) (14)

But xh −xl = w, where w is the horizontal size of the sensor
element, so it can concluded that:

rx =
√

2 · w

vh − vl
(15)

In the same way, a vertical scanning of the spot will
estimate the vertical spot radius ry , which in real systems,

as said before, not necessarily has to be matched to the
horizontal one.

6) Multispot Emulation: With this device it is possible to
perform the detection of several spots. As soon as these spots
do not interfere each other, it is possible to select only specific
areas for each spot, discarding areas with no significant power
or where undesired spots are received. It should be noted that
most of the biological signals evolves at low rates, (seconds
or slower). Switching configurations among spot centers will
allow to emulate multispot detection in a multiplexed manner.

Moreover, it is possible to extend the architecture presented
to perform a true multispot detector, multiplying the number
of horizontal & vertical chanels, as well as redesigning the
switching & configuration units.

E. Implementation

A prototype chip has been designed. In figure 8 detailed
schematics of this prototype are shown. In figure 8(a) a
detailed schematic of the transmission gates used as analog
switches is shown. The MOS transistors were sized for the
expected current in the system. In figure 8(b) a schematic of
each sensor element is shown. Most of the area of the element
is occupied by a photodiode in common anode configuration.
Some logic selects whether the cathode of the photodiode is
short-circuited to the left or the right channel, or discarded.
In figures 8 (c), (d) & (e), the periphery configuration logic
are shown. All the preload flip-flop are connected in daisy
chain, allowing loading configurations by means of serial
transmission. When the configuration is completeley loaded,
a load signal transfer the values to the load flip-flops,
taking effect this new configuration at once. Figure 9 shows
a photo of the fabricated chip. This prototype is composed
by a matrix of 400 elements organized in 20 × 20 elements.
It have been fabricated using Austria Microsystems C35OPTO
process (0.35μm), with 14720 transistors, 160 flip-flops and
400 photosensors. It was packaged in a DIP28 with an open
window to allow the device to be exposed to the light. The
configuration is loaded using a standard LVCMOS 3.3V SPI
port, available in most of commercial microcontrollers. The
area of the chip is 5mm2. Each sensor element has an area
of 75.8μm × 75.8μm, with a fill factor of the sensing area
of about the 78% of the element (≈ 4500μm2). According to
Austria Microsystems, the device is expected to deliver about
400m A/W for 650nm wavelength.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

A experimental test plan for this prototype has been run.
For this test plan, a custom optical setup has been designed.



Fig. 8. Detailed implementation of the CQPD prototype: (a) Analog switch,
(b) sensor element, (c) vertical switching, (d) column control and (e) row
control.

All components of the optical setup (light sources, beam
splitter, beam expander and CQPD DUT) are mounted on top
of the optical posts and then, inserted into the post holder on
an optical breadboard, to facilitate alignment of all the devices
in the desired configuration. Figure 10 show the assembled
configuration. A laser beam is confined in a beam expander
(Thorlab BE10M-B) whose exit path go through an optical
splitter, located in a glue-in 4-port prism cage cube mount.
This splitter will allow projecting the incident spot on the sur-
face of a perpendicular CQPD DUT, in order to find the actual

Fig. 9. CQPD prototype die photo.

Fig. 10. Experimental setup.

sensor surface covering by spot plane. On leaving the splitter,
the spot is focused in the region of interest (Olympus 10X
objective plan achromat). The optical power delivered
measured with a optical power meter (Thorlab S20MM) at
the surface of CQPD was 355μW@635nm.

The CQPD signals are connected to an custom electronics
acquisition system designed for this setup, through U.FL elec-
trical connectors (U.FL-R-SMT(10) from Hirose) and special
wires that carry the photocurrents. A flat cable controls the
programming of CQPD. The electronics acquisition system
is composed by four chains of transimpedance amplifers,
signal conditioning, low pass filters (Sallen-Key, fourth order)
and 12-bit ADC controlled by an ARM Cortex-M3 processor
with USB capability [25]. The acquisition system transfers
measurement data to a local computer by means of USB
connection. The total current measured at the output of the
CQPD was 112μA, which gives an estimated responsivity
of ≈ 315m A/W . Taking into account that the each photodiode
occupies the 78% of each sensor element, results in an esti-
mated responsivity of ≈ 404m A/W for the technology, which
is coherent with the specification from Austria Microsystems
for 635nm.

Since large sensor elements were used, no dead-pixels
were expected. These dead-pixels can be detected performing
a scan using 1 × 1 quadrant configuration, and a uniform



Fig. 11. Spots used for spot size estimation setup.

TABLE I

SPOT SIZE MEASUREMENT RESULTS

light source. No dead-pixel were found on any of the devices
tested. However, when using small spots sizes, dead-pixel
aligned with spot centers can produce critical errors on
the measurements. So devices with dead-pixels should be
discarded.

B. Spot Size Estimation

As discussed earlier, in section III-D5, it is possible to detect
the size of the spot, scanning the spot in the x & y direction.
The setup to carry out this measurement requires to perform
vertical & horizontal scannings to determine the size of the
spot.

Based on the measurement results, the size of the spot can
be computed using equations 13-15. A this point, it should
be noticed that in our setup, we haven’t capability to deter-
mine precisely the spot size to verify the accuracy of our
estimations. We only have an projected image of the spot,
as shown in figure 11, where we can count how many sensor
elements are included within the spot, but we cannot determine
accurately the limits of the spot according to the gaussian beam
definition. However, we should find a correlation between the
measured size and the number of sensor elements visible in
the projection. Also, a constant ratio between x & y sizes
should be obtained.

To run the test, we configure the spot to make visible 3, 7,
13 & 18 sensor elements in the projection in the x-direction,
and positioned the spot at the center of the device. We run the
test and perfom 10 measurements at each configuration.

Results are shown in table I. In this table, the column
h/w shows the measured ratio between the height & width
of the spot, which is known to be constant. Results show a
stable value within 2.5% of standard deviation. Moreover, the
column figure shows the ratio between the actual measured
width of the spot (in microns) and visible width of the
spot (in elements). This figure should give a constant value.

Results are again consistent with the model. Also, it should
be noticed that the result obtained for 3 sensor elements wide,
is slightly apart from the rest, but also it should be considered
that relatives unaccuracies in the manual spot size adjustment
process is more relevant when smaller spot sizes are used.

Also, according to the theory developed on section III-D,
with this device it is possible to perform an analog scanning of
the spot to match how gaussian this spot is. Based on the spot
size measurement presented in previous section, a comparison
between the ideal gaussian spot and the actual measured spot
can be performed. The results are shown in figure 12. These
results are consistent with the expected operation.

C. Position Detection

The main application for classical quadrant photodetec-
tors is the detection of the position of a single laser spot.
As discussed earlier in section II-B and in shown in figure 2,
the detection range on traditional QPDs depends on the spot
size, so the smaller the spot, the smaller the detection range.
Good accurary is expected when the spot center is not further
than ±r/2 from the device center.

In this setup, two measurements have been performed,
x-displacement and y-displacement. On the x-displacement
test, the spot is centered in the y axis, and moved ≈ 1250μm
in 25 steps from on left to right (�x ≈ 50μ per step). The
device is configured as a simple classical QPD, with four fixed
quadrants of 10 × 10 sensor elements. On the y-displacement
test, the spot is centered in the x axis and moved from top to
bottom in the y direction.

A total of 500 measurements have been performed, 10 per
position (25 steps on the x-displacement test and so 25 on the
y-displacement test). The spot used had a estimated size of
97.5μm ×188.0μm. Results shows the positions estimated by
the device are shown in figure 13. As shown in the figure,
there are more usable detected points on the y direction
since the spot size is approximately two times larger than on
the x direction. The results are coherent with the predicted
operation of the device.

D. Extended Position Detection

As discussed in section III-D4, and improvement of the
proposed device over the classical QPDs is the ability to
extend the range of detection. To demonstrate this capability,



Fig. 12. Spot matching test results: Comparison between ideal signal (line) and measured values (marks) for (a) horizontal and (b) vertical scan for 7 (top)
and 13 (bottom) elements wide spot.

Fig. 13. Positions detected on a fixed QPD configuration: (a) x-displacement and (b) y-displacement.

Fig. 14. Positions detected on a extended CQPD configuration compared with fixed QPD configuration: (a) x-displacement and (b) y-displacement.

the same test used the precedent section has been repeated,
but performing the spot scanning shown in figure 6. A set
of 21 configurations are used per measurement, ranging from

device off to full device short-circuited to one single channel.
The estimated positions versus the actual positions are shown
in figure 14. Also, in this figure, a comparison with the



Fig. 15. Extended range measurement dispersions (a) X-axis and (b) Y-axis.

classical QPD configuration is shown, where the adventages
of the advanced configuration over the classical approach is
obvious. Also, the sensisitivity could be improved reducing
the spot size, without reducing the detection range.

On each point, a set of repeated measurements was
performed in order to estimate the resolution obtained. The
dispersion of these measurements was very low (as expected),
with values always below 1μm in the y direction & always
below 300nm in the x direction, a representation of this
dispersion is shown in figure 15. It can be observed that the
resolution is much better in the x direction, and that is related
to the fact that the spot radius is smaller in that direction. This
is consistent with the discussion in section II-B and what was
shown in figure 2(b).

Results show a lineal, and very precise operation, and a
range extended consistent with the theory discussed in this
article.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, the use of a Configurable Quadrant
Photodetector (CQPD) is proposed, in order to improve the
characteristics of position sensitive devices (PSDs), avoiding
the needs for spot aligment using complex x-y microposi-
tioners, getting rid of the usual trade-off between sensibility
and dynamic range. Their theory of operation is presented,
showing the benefits of the proposed device architecture, and
some extra value-added features such as extended range detec-
tion, spot size estimation & matching, as well as multispot
operation.

A prototype has been designed and fabricated, which
was composed by a matrix of 400 elements organized
in 20 × 20 elements using Austria Microsystems C35OPTO.
Its sensivite area was ≈ 1.5mm × 1.5mm, enough to verify
the concept operation. Experimental tests results obtained are
also presented, and their correct operation has been verified.
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